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The optical and electrical properties of GZO/AgTi/AZO (GATG) multilayer transparent conducting ﬁlms
fabricated by magnetron sputtering method were investigated. The sheet resistance and maximum
optical transmittance of GATG ﬁlms are 5 U/sq and 86%, respectively. The sheet resistance of GATG still
retains stable under annealing at 400  C, which shows better thermal stability compared to GZO/Ag/AZO
(GAG) ﬁlm. The enhanced thermal stability of GATG is attributed to the formation of TiOX in Ti doped Ag
nanostructure ﬁlm, which can inhibit Ag atom diffusion and aggregation. PTB7-TH:PC71BM based
inverted polymer solar cells (PSCs) with GATG electrode gave PCE of 9.20%, which is comparable to PCE
(9.23%) of the control PSCs with ITO electrode. The PCE of PSCs with GATG and ITO electrodes respectively remain 59% and 23% of the original PCE values after UV exposure for 20 min with relativize humidity of 68% in air, indicating that PSCs with GATG show better UV durability. Our results suggest that
GATG as an alternative to ITO electrode can obtain efﬁcient inverted PSCs and have stronger anti-UV
ability due to its low UV transparency.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recently, signiﬁcant progresses in polymer organic solar cells
(PSCs) have been made obtaining solution-processed single junction PSCs with power conversion efﬁciency (PCE) over 9% [1]. The
comprehensive performance of polymer solar cells including PCE,
stability and cost still need be further improved to meet the commercial application. The wide use of indium-tin-oxide (ITO)
transparent electrode in optoelectronic devices is gradually pushing up the cost of ITO electrode because indium is not abundant on
Earth. Therefore, developing the efﬁcient and inexpensive transparent electrode substituting ITO electrode in PSCs helps to maintain the potential low cost advantage of PSCs. A variety of ITO
replacements have been investigated, including poly(3,4ethylenedioxylenethiophene):poly(styrenesulphonic
acid)
(PEDOT:PSS), graphene, metal grid lines, impurity doped-ZnO and
metal based sandwiched structure transparent conducting ﬁlms
[2e5]. Among them, ZnO has obtained signiﬁcant attention due to
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its advantages of abundance in nature and nontoxicity. The low
resistance and high transparent ﬁlms based on impurity dopedZnO can be obtained and are considered a possible alternative to
ITO electrode [6e8]. PSCs based on AZO (Al doped ZnO) electrode
compared to ITO electrode can signiﬁcantly enhance the ultraviolet
(UV) durability because of UV ﬁltering role of AZO electrode [9].
Metal based sandwiched structure transparent conducting ﬁlm,
metal oxide/metal/metal oxide (OMO) [10,11], are also considered a
possible alternative to ITO because of its superior properties of the
low sheet resistance and high optical transmittance. The ~100 nm
total thickness of AZO/Ag/AZO can easily reach ~5 U/sq sheet
resistance with the maximum optical transmittance of more than
85% [12]. The AZO ﬁlm usually need be deposited ~1 mm thickness
to obtain ~10 U/sq sheet resistance and is difﬁcult to further
decrease sheet resistance for retaining high optical transmittance
[13]. Therefore, the typical structure transparent electrodes such as
AZO/Ag/AZO compared to AZO electrode are more easily obtained
the lower sheet resistance (~5 U/sq) while still keeping high optical
transmittance.
The electrical and optical properties of metal based sandwiched
structure transparent conducting ﬁlms have been wildly investigated, where the typical sandwiched metals are, for examples Cu
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[14], Ag, Au [15], Ni [16], and Mo [17]. However, the noble metals Ag
and Au compared to the cheap metals show more superior
comprehensive properties, such as lower resistance, stability and
optical transmittance. Au metal has marvelous electrical and optical properties, but its expensive cost would limit the massive
application. Ag metal has superior conducting and optical properties and shows the reasonable cost, which is a right sandwiched
metal in OMO ﬁlms [18]. The Ag based multilayer transparent
conducting ﬁlms such as zinc tin oxide (ZTO)/Ag/ZTO (ZAZ) and
AZO/Ag/AZO, fabricated with magnetron sputtering deposition can
obtain sheet resistance of ~5 U/sq and average transmittance over
80% in the visible light range, which is almost comparable to that of
ITO ﬁlms with the ~5 U/sq sheet resistance [19].
The Ag based multilayer transparent conducting electrodes as
an alternative to ITO electrode have been applied to solar cells
[20,21]. Semitransparent inverted polymer solar cells (PSCs) was
developed by thermally evaporated MoO3/Ag/MoO3 as transparent
anode [22]. PSCs with Ag based multilayer electrodes, such as (Ga
doped ZnO) GZO/Ag/GZO, AZO/Ag/AZO, fabricated with magnetron
sputtering deposition, have almost obtained the comparable power
conversion efﬁciency (PCE) of PSCs with ITO electrode. Furthermore, PSCs with Ag based multilayer electrode have superior
resistance bending compared to PSCs with ITO and AZO electrodes
due to the excellent ductility of Ag ﬁlm [23]. However, the stability
of Ag based multilayer transparent conducting ﬁlms still need be
further improved during annealing and aging to meet the industrial
application. The sandwiched Ag ﬁlm is unstable because Ag atoms
can gradually be aggregated and/or diffused into the adjoining
layers during annealing and aging, which would deteriorate the
optical and electrical properties of OMO electrodes [24,25]. To
inhibit Ag atoms aggregation and diffusion, we previously developed ﬁve-layer structure AZO/Al/Ag/Al/AZO multilayer electrode
[12]. The thermal stability of Ag based multilayer transparent
conducting ﬁlm was greatly improved because the inserted Al thin
ﬁlm inhibits Ag atoms diffusion and aggregation. Furthermore, the
PCE of PSCs with ﬁve-layer structure Ag based electrode is comparable to that of the control PSCs with ITO electrode. However, the
ﬁve-layer structure electrode increases the procedure complexity
and the fabrication cost. In this paper, we further develop Ti doped
Ag alloy instead of pure Ag fabricating GZO/AgTi/GZO (GATG) ﬁlm,
which can efﬁciently simplify the fabricated procedure and
improve its thermal stability. The PCE values of PSCs with GATG
transparent electrode is comparable to that of PSCs with ITO.
Furthermore, the UV durability of PSCs based on GATG electrode is
signiﬁcantly enhanced compared to the control PSCs with ITO
electrode.
2. Experimental section
Glass substrates (2.5  2.5 cm2) were cleaned with deionized
water, acetone, methanol and isopropanol for 20 min per cleaning
agent in an ultrasonic bath, blown with N2 stream and dried at
140  C for 30 min in the oven, ﬁnally underwent ultraviolet-ozone
treatment for 20 min. GZO, AgTi and GZO layers were consecutively
deposited onto glass substrates by a DC magnetron sputtering
system. The purities of GZO and Ag targets are both 99.9%. GZO
corresponds to a ZnO target doped with 3.0 wt% Ga2O3. A few Ti
pieces or wires were attached on the Ag target to fabricate Ti doped
Ag ﬁlm. The atom percentage of Ti in AgTi ﬁlm is about 0.5 at% [26].
The sputtering Ar ﬂow rate and gas pressure were respectively
15 sccm and 0.3 Pa with the base pressure of 3  103 Pa.
PSCs, with structures of ITO or GATG/ZnO/PTB7-Th:PC71BM/
MoO3/Ag, were fabricated. The cleaned ITO/glass and GATG/glass
substrates were treated with ultraviolet ozone for 15 min, followed
by spin coating ZnO electron transport layer and then annealing at

150  C for 30 min in air. The sol-gel ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized following the procedures described in previous publications [27,28]. In a typical synthesis, a stoichiometric amount of
tetramethylammonium hydroxide dissolved in ethanol (0.5 M) was
dropped wisely into 0.1 M zinc acetate dihydrate dissolved in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), followed by stirring for 1 h at room
temperature. After being washed with hexane and ethanol (2:1)
mixing solvents, ZnO nanoparticles were dispersed in ethanol.
Then sol-gel ZnO solutions were spin coated at 4000 rpm for 50 s
onto ITO or GATG ﬁlms to form 20 nm ﬁlms, followed by annealing
at 150  C for 30 min in air. PTB7-Th (99%) was purchased from 1Material INC. and PC71BM (99.5%) was purchased from Solenne
BV. An 80 nm thick active layer was spin coated on the ZnO surface
using a blended solution containing PTB7-Th:PC71BM (7 mg/
mL:10.5 mg/mL) dissolved in chlorobenzene/1,8-diiodooctane
(97:3, v/v) at 1000 rpm for 15 s in argon-ﬁlled glovebox. A 7 nm
thick MoO3 interlayer and a 100 nm thick Ag were successively
thermally evaporated onto the PTB7-Th:PC71BM photoactive layer
with a base pressure of 3  104 pa. The J-V characteristics of PSCs
were measured by a Keithley 2440 Sourcemeter together with a
Newport solar simulator with an AM1.5G illumination of 100 mW/
cm2 calibrated with a standard silicon reference cell. The incident
photon to current conversion efﬁciency (IPCE) of PSCs was
measured over the wavelength range from 300 nm to 800 nm using
a Newport Optical Power Meter 2936-R. Sheet resistance measurements were performed using the four-point probe technique.
The optical transmittance and absorption spectra were measured
using a UVeViseNIR spectrometer (UV3900, Unicam). The surface
morphologies of samples were investigated by ﬁled-emission
scanning electron microscopy (FESEM, Hitachi S-4800).
3. Results and discussion
The optical transmittance of GAG and GATG is not only related to
the thickness of bottom and top GZO layer [29], but also dependent
on the thickness of the Ag layers due to the surface plasmon
resonance effect of Ag ﬁlm [2,23]. Fig. 1a the optical transmittance
spectra of GATG and GAG transparent conducting ﬁlms. The optical
transmittance and shapes of GATG ﬁlms was varied with the
thickness of Ti doped Ag ﬁlm. The maximum optical transmittance
of GATG ﬁlm can reach 86% with 10 nm Ti doped Ag ﬁlm, and
corresponds to the sheet resistance of about 5 U/sq. The average
sheet resistance of GATG ﬁlms was decreased from 16 U/sq to 3 U/
sq with increasing Ag thickness from 8 to 16 nm, as shown in
Fig. 1b, indicating that the sheet resistance of GATG ﬁlms is primarily determined by the Ti doped Ag ﬁlm [30]. This is because the
electrical resistivity of Ag ﬁlm is far lower than of metal oxides
[23,31]. The low transmittance at the Ag thickness of 8 nm is
attributed to the impacting surface morphology of Ag islands which
increases the absorption of incident light and makes the contribution to decrease the transmittance [2,32], while low transmittance at the Ag thickness of 16 nm is blamed for reducing
interface effects between Ag layer and top/bottom thin ﬁlms [31].
The optimized GZO(40 nm)/AgTi(10 nm)/GZO(40 nm) and
GZO(40 nm)/Ag(12 nm)/GZO(40 nm) ﬁlms obtain the sheet resistance of ~5 U/sq, and optical transmittance of 86% and 82%,
respectively.
Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show the optical transmittance spectra of GAG
and GATG ﬁlms with difference annealing temperature. The optical
transmittance spectra of GATG ﬁlms still retain stable under
annealing respectively at 430  C and 450  C for 30 min. However,
the optical transmittance of GAG ﬁlm were signiﬁcantly reduced in
the wavelength range from 500 nm to 800 nm, indicating the
morphologies of inserted Ag nanostructure ﬁlm have been varied
under annealing at 450  C for 30 min, which would affect the
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Fig. 1. (a) Transmittance spectra of transparent conducting ﬁlms with the structure: GZO(40 nm)/AgTi(Xnm)/GZO(40 nm) and GZO(40 nm)/Ag(12 nm)/GZO(40 nm). (b) Sheet
resistance of GZO(40 nm)/AgTi(Xnm)/GZO(40 nm) with different nominal thickness of AgTi ﬁlms. Annealing condition is 300  C for 30 min in air.

Fig. 2. Transmittance spectra of GZO(40 nm)/Ag(12 nm)/GZO(40 nm) (a) and GZO(40 nm)/AgTi(10 nm)/GZO(40 nm) (b) with different annealing temperature. (c) Sheet resistance of
GZO(40 nm)/Ag(12 nm)/GZO(40 nm) and GZO(40 nm)/AgTi(10 nm)/GZO(40 nm) with different annealing temperature for 30 min.

plasmonic effect of Ag ﬁlms. The inserted Ag nanostructure ﬁlm
shows the typical plasmonic resonance wavelength range from
500 nm to 800 nm, which is related to the morphologies, sizes, and
arrangements of metal nanoparticles [12,33]. Therefore, the optical
transmittance variance of GAG ﬁlm in the wavelength range from
500 nm to 800 nm is more sensitive than that of the short wavelength when the morphologies of Ag nanostructures were changed
under annealing condition. The sheet resistance of GAG and GATG
ﬁlms with different annealing temperature was shown in Fig. 2c.
The sheet resistance of GAG and GATG ﬁlms was slightly decreased
under annealing at less than 300  C for 30 min in air. The sheet
resistance of GATG still keep stable under annealing at 400  C,

while the sheet resistance of GAG ﬁlm was obviously increased to
~8 U/sq from ~5 U/sq, indicating the partly continuous structures of
Ag nanostructure ﬁlm have been broken due to the aggregation of
Ag atoms. However, the sheet resistance of GATG ﬁlm still keep
~5 U/sq under annealing at 400  C, indicating that the Ti doped Ag
nanostructure ﬁlms have better thermal stability. The results suggested that the sheet resistance compared to the optical transmittance of OMO transparent ﬁlm is a more sensitive parameter to
apperceive the morphology variance of inserted metal nanostructure ﬁlm.
The better thermal stability of AgTi nanostructure ﬁlm
compared to Ag was further observed with FESEM images, as
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Fig. 3. FESEM images of 12 nm Ag ﬁlm depositing onto GZO (40 nm) with annealing temperatures at (a) Room temperature (RT), (b) 100  C and (c) 150  C for 30 min in Ar ﬁlled
glovebox; and 10 nm AgTi ﬁlm depositing onto GZO (40 nm) with annealing at (d) RT, (e) 100  C and (f) 150  C for 30 min in Ar ﬁlled glovebox.

shown in Fig. 3. The 12 nm thick AgTi ﬁlm have formed the quasicontinuous ﬁlm, but the corresponding Ag ﬁlm just forms a
network ﬁlm, suggesting that the nucleation of AgTi compared to
that of Ag is more easily formed and have lower diffusion rate of Ag
atoms. The stable morphologies of AgTi ﬁlm were observed, but the
aggregation effect of Ag ﬁlm can be further enhanced under
annealing at 150  C due to the surface self-melting effect [34].
According to the binary alloy phase diagram, the Ag-rich AgTi alloy
can only contain approximately 2 at.% Ti at 600  C [35], which is
obviously lower solubility than that (10 at.%) of Al at 200  C in Agrich AgAl alloy [36]. It is not clear what Ti content is possible at
room temperature but may be expected to further lower Ti solubility in Ag-rich AgTi alloy. It was found that the aggregation of Ag
atoms can be obviously inhibited at even 0.1 at.% Al content in AgAl
alloy [36]. The Al or Al rich phase precipitates at the grain boundaries and at the interface and easily forms Al oxide because the free
energy of forming Al oxide is 889.5 kJ/mol. The forming AlOx has
been demonstrated to inhibit the aggregation and diffusion of Ag
atoms [26,36]. Therefore, it is reasonably expected that Ti oxide can
be more easily formed at the Ag-rich grain boundaries and the
interface of AgTi ﬁlm during sputtering and annealing because Ti
compared to Al element has larger free energy (1582.3 kJ/mol) of

forming Ti oxide and lower solubility in Ag-rich alloy. The Ag-rich
AgTi alloy doping Ti content range from 0.2 at.% to 1.4 at.% has
been demonstrated to suppress agglomeration of Ag ﬁlms [26],
which is consistent with our observed results. Therefore, the
enhanced thermal stability of GATG ﬁlm is attributed to the formation of TiOx at the Ag-rich grain boundaries and the interface of
AgTi ﬁlm, which inhibit diffusion and aggregation of Ag atoms. The
Ti oxide formed at the interface lowers the surface energy and increases the nucleation density of Ag ﬁlm, which can easily form the
smooth and continuous AgTi ﬁlm [36]. The smooth and continuous
metal ﬁlm compared to rough and network-shape metal ﬁlm helps
to decrease electron scattering and improve electron transport
ability. This is the reason that the sheet resistance of GATG ﬁlm
inserted with 10 nm thick AgTi is comparable to that of GAG ﬁlm
inserted with 12 nm thick Ag ﬁlm under without annealing
condition.
To investigate the effect of GATG substituting ITO electrode on
the performance of PSCs, we fabricated two types of cells. Fig. 4
show the J-V curves of inverted PSCs with GATG and ITO electrode. The parameters of the inverted PSCs with GATG and ITO
electrodes are summarized in Table 1. The VOC and ﬁll factor (FF)
and JSC of PSCs with GATG electrode are 0.78 V, 69.56% and 16.96

Fig. 4. (a) J-V curves of PSCs based on GATG and ITO electrodes. (b) IPCE of PSCs based on GATG and ITO electrode. Insert are the structure of PSC, and transmittance spectra of ITO
and GATG electrodes, respectively.
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Table 1
Parameters of PSCs with GATG and ITO electrodes.
Electrode

Voc (V)

Jsc (mA/cm2)

FF(%)

PCE (%)

GATG
ITO

0.78
0.78

16.96
18.12

69.56
65.17

9.20 ± 0.2
9.23 ± 0.2

mA/cm2, respectively. The slightly low JSC of PSCs with GATG
electrode compared to ITO is possibly partly attributed to the low
transmittance with the wavelength of less than 380 nm. PSCs
fabricated with GATG electrode reach PCE of 9.20%, which is comparable to PCE (9.23%) of PSCs with ITO electrode. Fig. 4b shows the
IPCE curves of PSCs with GATG and ITO electrode. The IPCE values of
PSCs with GATG electrode compared to ITO at the short wavelength
side were obviously decreased, which corresponds to the cutoff in
T(l) of GATG/glass, as shown in the insert Fig. 4b. This suggests that
GATG electrode can obviously block the UV portion of the solar
irradiation.
The solar cells containing organic materials or groups, for examples, polymer solar cells [37] and perovskite solar cells [38] can
be quickly deteriorated under the UV exposure and moisture
encroachment. A right encapsulation can reduce the inﬂuences of
moisture and oxygen. The UV ﬁlter covered the front side of PSCs
can usually eliminate UV-induced degradation of cells by preventing UV light in solar irradiance reaching the active region [9].
However, the additional UV-ﬁlter would increase manufacturing
process and cost of PSCs. The poor transparency in UV range of
GATG ﬁlm, as shown in insert Fig. 4b, is expected to play the role of
UV-ﬁlter. UV-assisted acceleration aging test of PSCs with relativize
humidity (RH) of 68% in air was carried out to evaluate UV durability of cells. The parameters of PSCs with GATG and ITO electrodes
with different UV irradiation time are shown in Fig. 5. The
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parameters including PCE, FF, JSC, and VOC of the inverted PSCs with
ITO was more quickly deteriorated under UV-assisted acceleration
aging test. The normalized PCE of the control PSC with ITO electrode was decreased to 23% of the original PCE value under UV
exposure for 20 min. However, PSCs with GATG electrode still
remain 59% of the original PCE value, indicating that GATG-based
PSCs exhibit distinctive enhancement in the UV durability due to
low transparency of GATG electrode in the UV wavelength range.
It was observed that the parameters of FF and VOC compared to
JSC of PSCs show more easily deterioration under UV exposure. The
maximum achievable VOC of organic solar cells is determined by the
offset between the quasi-Fermi levels of the photoinduced hole
(EF,h) in the donor and the photoinduced electrons (EF,e) in the
acceptor. The VOC would be reduced when the contact interfaces
between electron/hole transport layers and active layer are deteriorated. And the contact interfaces between electron/hole selective
layers and electrodes can also inﬂuence the VOC of organic solar
cells [24]. The degradation pathways of PSCs usually include
chemical degradation of PTB7-Th:PC71BM active layer, interfacial
materials, electrodes and their interfaces. Fig. 6a and b shows absorption spectra of PTB7-Th:PC71BM active layer spin-coated onto
ZnO/ITO and ZnO/GATG surfaces under different UV exposure time.
The relative absorption of wavelength range from 600 nm to
750 nm of PTB7-Th:PC71BM active layer onto ZnO/ITO compared to
ZnO/GATG surface was more quickly weaken under UV exposure.
Furthermore, the absorption peaks of the active layer onto ZnO/ITO
and ZnO/GATG surface were respectively blue-shifted to 700 nm
and 709 nm from 712 nm under UV exposure for 10 min. The absorption of the wavelength range from 600 nm to 750 nm is primarily attributed to PTB7-Th polymer and the absorption peak of
712 nm originates from PTB7-Th [39]. The obviously blue-shifted
absorption peak indicates that the conjugated bonds of PTB7-Th

Fig. 5. Normalized PCE, FF, VOC and JSC of inverted PSCs with ITO and GATG transparent electrodes under different UV exposure time with RH 68% in air.
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Fig. 6. Absorption spectra of PTB7-Th:PC71BM active layer spin-coated onto ZnO/ITO/glass (a), ZnO/GATG/glass (b), glass (c) and ZnO/glass (d) under different UV exposure time.

polymer was partly broken under UV exposure. This is because the
broken conjugated bonds can limit the interchain charge-transfer
state and change the energy levels of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) [40]. Therefore, we can conclude that the anti-UV
ability of PTB7-Th polymer can be increased under the protection
of GATG ﬁlms. The performance of solar cells with TiO2 as an
electron transport layer can be quickly deteriorated under UV
exposure because TiO2 material has photocatalytic function [41].
Similar to TiO2, ZnO material also has certain photocatalytic effect
[42]. The absorption spectra of PTB7-Th:PC71BM active layer
without and with ZnO layer under different UV exposure time are
shown in Fig. 6c and d. The absorption peak of 712 nm almost
disappears for the active layer onto ZnO/glass under UV exposure
for 20 min, indicating that the PTB7-Th polymer was obviously
deteriorated compared to PTB7-Th:PC71BM directly spin-coated
onto glass due to the photocatalytic effect of ZnO layer. Therefore,
we can reasonably expect that the active material closing to the
interface of ZnO layer has faster decay rate compared to bulk inner
active material under UV exposure, which can reduce the Voc due to
the faster deterioration of the interface contact between electron
transport layer and active layer. The traps states of the active layer
produced under the UV-assisted photo-oxidation and photodegradation can greatly increase recombination of carriers, which
result in the low FF value and photocurrent. Therefore, GATG
substituting ITO as an electrode can serve as a UV ﬁlter to inhibit UV
degradation of PSCs.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, GATG transparent conducting ﬁlm with low sheet
resistance and high optical transmittance were fabricated by the

magnetron sputtering method. The thermal stability of the GATG
ﬁlm compared to GAG ﬁlm was signiﬁcantly improved due to the
formation of TiOX, which can inhibit the aggregation of Ag atoms.
PSCs with GATG electrode attained a PCE of 9.20%, which is comparable to that of the control PSCs with ITO. Furthermore, PSCs with
GATG compared to ITO can obviously enhance the UV durability.
These results suggest that the GATG as an alternative to ITO electrode has potential advantage to enhance anti-UV ability of PSCs,
which can save UV-ﬁlter and the cost, and simplify the fabrication
process of PSCs.
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